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The magnetization, electroconduction and thermoelectromotive force of the compound CoCr2Te4 were investigated in the temperature 

interval 80-300K. It is shown, that compound is ferrimagnetic with Curie temperature 275K and electric characteristics have changes in the 
magnetic transformation region. 

  
In the refs [1, 2] Hall effect and the magnetic resistance, 

and in the ref [3] the heat properties of CoCr2Te4 were 
investigated. In the given refs the authors discovered the 
influence of the magnetic order in CoCr2Te4 on the 
investigated physical properties. However, the character of 
the  magnetic order in CoCr2Te4 is unclear, because of the 
absence of magnetic investigations. 

With the aim of the definition of the magnetic order 
character in the given paper, the temperature and field 
dependences of the magnetization of the CoCr2Te4 compound 
have been investigated. The influence of the magnetic order 
on the several electric properties of the CoCr2Te4 has also 
investigated. 

The synthesis of the samples for the measurement was 
carried out in the evacuee quartz ampoules in the result of the 
interaction of the initial high purity components in the 
following consequence. The temperature in the metallurgical 
furnace increases slowly till 950K, was keeping at this 
temperature during 4 days, and later it was cooled till the 
room temperature with the velocity 100 grad/h. The obtained 
powdery samples were carefully crushing, later they were 
pressing above high pressure~ 6t/sm2 and were carrying out 
by annealing at the temperature 500K during 10 days.  

The roentgenphased analysis of the samples was carried 
out on the diffractometer DRON-3M in CuKα-radiation. 

The angular permission of the film was~0,1°. The 
diffractogram was recording continuously, the diffraction 
angles were defined by the measurements method on the 
intensity peak. The mistake of the definition of reflection 
angles didn’t be higher than ±0,02°. 

The roentgenphase analysis shows, that compound 
CoCr2Te4 is crystallized in the monoclinic structure with 
lattice parameters a=6,70; b=3,77; c=12,52Å; β=90°201, that 
agrees with the results [1,2].  

The magnetization has measured on the pendulum 
magnetometer Domenikalli, thermoconduction and 
thermoelectromotive force have measured by compensation 
method. 

The measurements have been carried out in the 
temperature interval 77÷300K. The spontaneous 
magnetization at the fixed temperature is defined by 
extrapolation of magnetization, measured in the different 
fields, on the zero field. 

On the fig.1 the dependence of the specific magnetization 
of CoCr2Te4 on the magnetic field at 80K is given. As it is 
seen from the figure, the dependence M(H) is characterized 
for the materials with the spontaneous magnetization and the 
considered paraprocess is observed after the final of the 
technical magnetization. 
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Fig.1. The dependence of the specific magnetization of  
          CoCr2Te4 on the magnetic field at 80K. 
 
The similar dependence M(H) is observed in the 

ferrimagnetic materials with the different crystal structure, 
including the several sublattices (in the dependence on the 
member of the magnetic ions). In the compound CoCr2Te4 
such sublattices are formed by the two-and trivalent ions 
Co2+ and Cr3+. 

If we propose, that in CoCr2Te4 is any weaked 
intrasublattice and intersublattice changeable interaction (for 
example, interaction Co2+-Co2+   Cr3+-Cr3+), then in it the big 
number of disoriented by the thermal motion spins can exist, 
at the low temperatures, which are responsible the intensive 
paraprocess. 

It is noted, that intensive paraprocess in CoCr2Te4 can be 
also the consequence of spin orientation by the magnetic 
field, disoriented near defects of compound crystal lattice, in 
the result of local change of the changeable interaction. 

At 80K the magnetic moment CoCr2Te4 has calculated in 
the magnetic field 10,8ke, which was equal to 3,9µb. This 
experimental value is some higher than theoretical value 
(3µb) of the magnetic saturation moment, calculated as the 
difference of the spin magnetic moments of the sublattices, 
having Co2+ and Cr3+ ions.  

It can be connected with the noncollinear of the magnetic 
moments in the sublattices, having Co2+ ions. In this case the 
magnetic moment of this sublattice increases and the 
resulting magnetic moment of the compound increases, 
correspondingly. 

The temperature dependence of the specific 
magnetization, measured in the magnetic fields 6,7,9,5 and 
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10,8 kE, is evidence of the spontaneous magnetization in 
CoCr2Te4 fig. 2. . 
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Fig.2. The temperature dependence of the specific  
           magnetization of CoCr2Te4. 
 
 
With the aim of definition Curie temperature of CoCr2Te4 

in the magnetic transformation region the thermodynamical 
coefficient method is applied [4]. The transition temperature 
of ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic was equal to 275K and equal 
to the value, defined by the extrapolation of the spontaneous 
magnetization on the temperature axis. 

The magnetic order in CoCr2Te4 influenced on the 
electroconduction and thermoelectromotive force of this 
compound (fig.3). As it is seen from the fig.3, the 
electroconduction decreases slowly with the temperature, in 
the temperature region 100-275K б practically doesn’t 
depend on the temperature higher than~275K (magnetic 
transformation region). 
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Fig.3. The temperature dependencies of the electroconduction  
           and thermoelectromotive force of CoCr2Te4.  

 
The thermoelectromotive force of CoCr2Te4 is positive at 

the low temperatures, i.e. in this region the compound has p-
type conductivity. The thermoelectromotive force coefficient 
decreases slowly with the increase of the temperature, and 
at~ 150K the sign inversion takes place, after that α increases 
with the increase of the temperature. The some bending   
takes place in dependence α(T) in the region~275K, that can 
be connected with the magnetic phase transition 
ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic. 

Thus, investigations show, that compound CoCr2Te4 is 
ferrimagnetic with Curie temperature 275K, at which some 
electric characteristics have changes.
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CоCr2Te4 МАДДЯСИНИН МАГНИТ ВЯ ЕЛЕКТРИК ХАССЯЛЯРИ 

 
80-300К температур интервалында CoCr2Te4 маддясинин електрик кечирижилийи, термо е.щ.г вя магнитлянмяси тядгиг едилмишдир. 

Мцяййян едилмишдир ки, бу маддя Кцри температуру, 275К олан ферримагнетикдир вя магнит кечиди областында електриккечирмя, термо 
е.щ.г-си дяйишиклийя уьрайыр. 
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МАГНИТНЫЕ И ЭЛЕКТРИЧЕСКИЕ СВОЙСТВА CoCr2Te4 

 
В интервале температур 80-300К исследованы намагниченность, электропроводность и термоэдс соединения CoCr2Te4. 

Показано, что соединение является ферримагнетиком с температурой Кюри 275К и электрические характеристики испытывают 
изменения в области магнитного превращения. 
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